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Thank you for purchasing the JO Journey Organizer system. Please read the iOS 
App User Guide to get the most out of the JO system.

Compatibility

App Store QR Code

Create account

Select ‘Create Account’ Fill in your name, email address and 
password then select ‘Create Account’ 

A B

Open the JO App.

2

Download the JO App from the App Store and install it.
Store Name: JO (Journey Organizer)

The JO App will only work on iOS 9 or later. 
®
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Verify account

Check email for verification link. Select ‘Verify my email address’.

You will receive a confirmation 
email to confirm your email 
address has been verified.

Add a vehicle to start using 
your JO.

A B

C D
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michaelf@icloud.com

WELCOME  MICHAEL

Hi Michael, thank you for taking the time to 

verify your email address.

journeyorganizer.co.za
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Add a vehicle

Input all your vehicle details 
and take care when filling in the 
current odometer reading. 
Select save.

A B

Installing JO in the vehicle

A

B

face skywards 

Placement in Vehicle

best reception area

JO uses special contacts to keep it in-place and operating under all driving conditions. Some force will be 
required when inserting it into the cigarette lighter socket but this is normal. Rest assured that no harm will be 
done to your JO or your vehicle’s socket.  

You are now ready to pair the JO 
to the App. Take your JO and 
Smart Phone to your vehicle.
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The JO unit should be plugged into the dashboard cigarette lighter socket for best reception. Where possible 
and for best satellite reception try to face the JO Sticker side to the ground. The Active patch antenna will give 
the best reception when facing skywards. If the JO takes longer than normal to show a solid green led (GPS 
Lock) we suggest you unplug the JO and rotate it 180° and plug it back in. You can also experiment by rotating 
the JO by 90°.

Note: Take care and fill 
in the exact vehicles 
odometer reading 

11 000

Tap

Note: 
We recommend 
that you input 
the odometer 
readings when 

sitting in the 
vehicle.



Pairing JO to the App

Once paired the App will show the 
Vehicle screen. 

5

1 2

3 Tap

Make sure that Bluetooth is ‘on’ 
in your phone. Select ‘Pair your 
JO’ and the App will start 
scanning to find the JO unit.

The App will start scanning and 
looking for JO. 

The App will show all JO units 
found. Select ‘Pair’. 

4
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Note: JO will not show under 
Bluetooth Devices in the iOS 
Setup menu as it works on 
Bluetooth Low Energy and the 
pairing status will only show in 
the App.

We suggest you give the JO a 
name related to your vehicle such 
as ‘BMW 320D’ but you can use 
any name you like.

4

If you are changing JO to a new 
vehicle the App will warn you that 
the JO is already paired with another 
vehicle and you can ignore this 
message.

Remove JO



JO LED status chart

JO beeper status chart

The JO has a RGB LED display that visually indicates the status of the JO unit. 

The JO has a built-in sound beeper to provide audible feedback to the user. 

JO push button

A trip can be set to ‘Business’ categorization type if the button on the JO is 
pressed after the vehicles ignition is ‘on’ or during the trip. The JO will display 
6 x yellow/orange flashes and sound two beeps. To cancel the ‘Business’ 
categorization during the same trip, press the button again and JO will 
display 6 x purple flashes and sound one beep and set the trip as ‘Private’. 

USB charge port

Bluetooth connection warning

JO is equipped with a Super Charge output port that complies to BC1.2 
standard and will supply 5V up to 2.7A max current on the USB charge port. 
The port has built-in short circuit protection for your safety. The charging 
current supplied by JO will depend on the portable device connected and 
as requested by the device’s manufacturer. In general charging mobile 
devices should be a lot faster and safer than general type cigarette lighter 
adapters.

2 beeps - 
business trip 
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JO Plugin - Quick beep - Startup routine all ok

Start of Trip - normal beep 

Current Trip as ‘private’ from button

     Current Trip as ‘business’ from button

                   System error 

1

1

1

2

3

Flashing green - No GPS lock

Solid Green - normal operation with GPS lock

Blue 3 sec Flash - Bluetooth not connected 

System error 

6 x when changing to ‘business’ trip from button

6 x when changing to ‘private’ trip from button 

3 minutes after a trip is started JO will check if Bluetooth is connected. If JO does not 
have a Bluetooth connection to the JO App, it will warn the driver by flashing the blue 
led for 3 seconds. This is a reminder to the user to switch Bluetooth ‘on’ in the smart 
phone settings. If Bluetooth is already enabled in the Smart Phone then you can ignore 
this message as JO will keep re-trying to connect to the App. If the JO app has been 
‘forced closed’ then the App will not be able to connect to JO but JO will continue to 
record trips as normal and the next time the JO App is open in your vehicle with the 
ignition 'on' it will sync the trip data via Bluetooth.

Note: The above is also Applicable should JO detect a break in the Bluetooth connection 
to the App during driving for more than 3 minutes.  



JO App layout 

The JO App conforms to the standard iOS App layout and the latest trip is always at the top. 
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Business, 
Private or 

Uncategorized
Trip Icon

Filter Trips

Trip length in km

Trip Plot
Purple - Private 
Yellow - Business
Grey - Uncategorized

End Trip Marker

Map 

Name of JO Unit

Start 
Trip Marker 

Date of Trip

Geofence

Time and 
location of start 

and end trip

Start / 
end Trip Icons

Quick Set 
Business/Private 
on Uncategorized 
Trips

Menu

Month
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JO App menu

The navigation on the JO App is split into four main functions ie Trips, Geofences, Reports and Settings. 

Thumbnail view of trips

Thumbnail view of geofences

Reports menu

Settings

App version number

Account

Vehicles

Settings

Trips Geofences Reports Settings

If there are any Uncategorized Trips 
the Quick Set Uncategorized Trips 
will show.

Trip Filter

Journey Organizer

OJ
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JO App trips

The Trips screen is the default screen in the JO App. Scroll up and down 
to view all your trips as selected in the Filters menu. Latest trips will be 
shown on the top of the screen. 

Scroll trips

New trips will auto download. Swipe 
the screen down to see the new trips.

Your trips will be displayed with the 
latest at the top of the screen.

A B

Oldest

Latest

S
w

ip
e

Delete trips

Slide

You can delete any trip on the Trips 
screen. To delete a trip you must select 
the trip and slide it left and you will see 
the text ‘Delete’. Tap the ‘Delete’ and the 
trip will be deleted. Another method is 
to select the trip and slide it left and 
keep on sliding and the trip will delete.         

The trips will be updated 
on the JO App at the end 
of the trip when the 
ignition is switched ‘off’. In 
the case of vehicles that 
do not switch the socket 
‘off’ with ignition, it will be 
updated after 5 minutes 
or when the App detects 
a break in the Bluetooth 
connection to the JO. 

9

The JO App must not be forced 
closed, otherwise it will not be 
able to connect to the JO during  
trips. JO will warn you with 3 x 
Blue flashes, 3 minutes after the 
start of the trip if it cannot 
connect to the App. NOTE: You 
will not lose any trip data if the 
App is forced closed before or 
during a trip and the trips will be 
synced next time the App is 
running and your phone is in the 
vehicle. 

Journey Organizer
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JO App trip filters

Tap the Trip Filter icon to set the combination of filters you require. Once the selections are made, tap the 
Trip Filter icon again and the custom selection will be Applied to the Trips Screen. 

Filter by Category

Filter by Vehicles

Filter by Date Range

Tap

Audi

Filter selection summary

10Journey Organizer
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Trip detail screen

Tap a Trip to enter the Trip Detail screen. In the Trip Detail screen you can pan and pinch zoom the view of 
the trip on the map. 

Slide the screen up for detailed information on the trip. If the start or end trip has no geofence you will see 
the text in red ‘ ’ above the address. If you tap the  the Geofence No geofence (tap to create) (tap to create)
Detail screen will open and you will be able to name the Geofence, set its size and set the geofence 
category as Business or Private. In the Trip Detail screen you can also enter a text summery of the trip that 
will show in the Tax Logbook and Travel Report. 

11

S
lid

e
Pinch

Tap for 
Earth 
View

Tap to 
show the 
complete 
trip

SARS requires a ‘reason for each 
business trip’. The ‘Enter a 
summary’ input text box allows 
you to enter a text summary for 
each business trip.   

Tap the 
start or end 
trip for 
geofence 
name and 
address.

Tap

Tap
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Swipe to set business/private on uncategorized trips

If you have any uncategorized trips you can use the ‘Quick Trip Categorization’ icon to quickly categorize 
them. Select the ‘Quick Trip Categorization’ icon and the screen will display all Uncategorized Trips in a deck 
view. Now you can easily categorize the trips as business or private by swiping right or left. Left swipe is 
private and right swipe is business. Once all trips have been categorized the ‘Quick Trip Categorization icon 
will not be shown.

12

SlideSlide

Tap
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Merge trips

You may want to merge certain trips into one trip. A long stop in a traffic jam may do an end trip and you 
have the option to merge the two trips into one. If the trip is capable of being merged you will see the text 
‘ ’ or ‘ ’ or both on the Detail Trip screen after sliding it up.  merge with previous trip merge with next trip

Tap the text ‘ ’ or ‘ ’ and a Merge Trip Confirmation screen will merge with previous trip merge with next trip
show, now tap ‘Private’ or ‘Business’ and the trip will be merged.  

13

NOTE: Trips can not be merged 
if more than 60 minutes apart, 
or separated by more than 1 
kilometer.  

S
lid

e

Tap
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Warning
Do not merge any trips if you already in a trip. We suggest that trips are only merged after 5 minutes of 
switching of your ignition and exiting your vehicle. 



Making a geofence  (virtual geographic boundary) 

A Geofence is an elegant way of representing an area on a map with a specific name so that the JO system 
can keep track of trips started and stopped within the specific Geofence. The customized naming of the 
specific areas will also be used on all the JO reports thus making the reports more personalized and easier 
to read. Geofences are used to automatically categorize trips. Geofences can be created, edited or deleted 
at any time as long as you have an Internet connection via Mobile Data or Wi-Fi. 
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MAKING A GEOFENCE USING 
OPTION A

1. Tap the trip on the Trips 
Screen. The trip will open in the 
Detail Trip screen. Slide the 
screen upwards. Tap the red text 
‘No Geofence (tap to create)’

2. Name the Geofence and set it 
as Business or Private.. 

3. Set the size of the Geofence 
with the slider and ‘save’  

Your Geofence will now be set 
and the trip info on the Trips 
screen will be updated to show 
the Geofence name. To Edit or 
Delete a Geofence select 
‘Geofences’ on the Main menu. 

Name the Geofence

Set the size 

Select Private 
or Business 
then tap ‘Save’

21
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Making a geofence  (continued) 
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Pinch
Zoom

MAKING A GEOFENCE USING 
OPTION B

1. Tap the trip on the Trips 
Screen. The trip will open in the 
Detail Trip screen. Pinch zoom 
the map until you can clearly see 
the ‘Start Trip’ or ‘End Trip’ icon 
you want to Geofence.

2. Tap this point and a pop up 
window ‘No Geofence’ with the 
street address will be displayed. 
Tap the plus icon.

3. A new screen will open, then 
name the Geofence and set it as 
Business or Private. 

4. The focus will change to the 
Geofence circle and you can set 
the size with the slider. Once 
done select ‘Save’  

Your Geofence will now be set 
and the trip info on the Trips 
screen will be updated to show 
the Geofence name. 

21

43

Tap

Name the Geofence

Select Private 
or Business 
then tap ‘Save’

Set the size 

Edit a Geofence

Select ‘Geofences’ on the main menu 
and a list of thumbnail views of all 
the Geofences you have made will be 
shown. Slide any Geofence 
thumbnail left to delete it. Tap on the 
Thumbnail of the Geofence you want 
to edit. An Edit Geofence screen will 
open. You have the option to 

1. Change the Geofence size.

2. Editing the Geofence name  

3. Change the Geofence 
categorization.

After changing any of the above tap 
‘Save’.

Journey Organizer

OJ
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Business categorized geofence and tax logbook claim

For detailed information about tax and travel claims we suggest users read the following SARS links

Note: Your travel between home and your place of work cannot be claimed for business purposes, as this is 
classified by SARS as private travel.

1. It is important to understand the consequences when setting up Geofences as ‘Business’ and changing 
any Trip to ‘Business’ categorization.   

2. By default JO will not include any Trip from a ‘Private’ or ‘Uncategorized’ geofence to a ‘Business’ 
geofence as a business trip in the Tax Logbook report. If you believe you can justify the changing of the Trip 
categorization to ‘Business’ then you can either press the JO button during the trip or set the trip to 
‘Business’ on the App - Trip Detail screen.

3. By default JO will not include any Trip from a ‘Business’ geofence to a ‘Private’ or ‘Uncategorized’ 
geofence as a business trip in the Tax Logbook report. If you believe you can justify the changing of the Trip 
categorization to ‘Business’ then you can either press the JO button during the trip or set the trip to 
‘Business’ on the App - Trip Detail screen.

or uncategorized

or uncategorized

JO Default Geofence Tax Travel Categorization

trip

trip

trip
Business

Private

Private

Business

Private Business

Private

Business Business

16Journey Organizer
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http://www.sars.gov.za/TaxTypes/PIT/Pages/Travel-e-log-book.aspx
http://www.sars.gov.za/AllDocs/LegalDoclib/Notes/LAPD-IntR-IN-2012-14%20-%20Allowances%20Advances%20Reimbursements.pdf


Splitting trips

You may want to split certain trips into two. If your vehicle does not switch the cigarette lighter socket ‘off’ 
immediately when the ignition switch is turned ‘off’ as in the case with BMW/Mini then short stops of less than 
5 minutes will not register a Trip end and the stop will not be shown on JO. In this case you will have to 
manually split the trip on the App. Another example where you may want to split the trip is when you stop for 
less than 5 minutes and do not switch the ignition ‘off’. 

1. Tap the Trip you want to split and the Trip Detail screen will open.

2. Select the ‘Split trip’ icon top right and the trip path will show the trip plot points.

3. Pinch zoom and pan to find the exact plot point where you want to split the trip, Tap the plot point and a 
‘Split trip’ pop up menu will show. Tap the ‘Split Trip’ pop up. 

4. Split - First Trip Category will be shown and select Business or Private. 

5. Split - Second Trip Category will be shown and select Business or Private and the trip will be split. 

17

1 2 3

4 5 6

PinchTap

Tap

Tap Tap
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Reports

You can generate a JO Report at any time from the reports screen in the JO App. 
The report will be generated on the JO server and a PDF copy will be emailed to you. 
For easy access you can also open the report from the reports screen in the JO App. 
A copy of all reports generated will be stored on the JO Servers for safekeeping. A 
JO Summary Report will be emailed to you on a weekly basis.

1. To generate a report tap on the reports icon.

2. Select the ‘+’ icon on the top right.

3. The different report options will be displayed.

Travel report

Geofence report

Tax logbook report 

JO will keep track of all your Business Trips, Mileage and reason for the 
Business Trip on secure servers throughout the year. Requests for Tax Travel 
Reports by period are done on the App and these will be emailed to you. Tax 
Claim Travel Reports are fully SARS compliant.

For those business people who bill clients by time the ‘Time at Geofence‘ 
reports will prove to be extremely beneficial. Geofences can be customized 
to actual names rather than street names. The report can be generated by 
any date range and contains the dates, mileage travelled and the time spent 
at the Geofence. 

JO is an invaluable tool for those who receive travel allowances for business 
mileage. Business Travel Reports can be generated at any time and 
submitted to your employer in a neat professional manner. The report 
includes travel mileage and cost per kilometre as well as time spent at 
customers. The report can also show Trip Lists less the cost/km. 

18

1 2 3

Tap

Tap
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Travel reports

A travel report

Travel Reports can be generated at any time. You can select any custom date period for the report. Travel 
Reports include the trip date, mileage traveled, time spent at geofences and filtered by business, private or 
uncategorized. The Report has the option to show cost per kilometer.

Complete the form and tap ‘Done’ and the report will be generated and after a short while you will see the 
report on the reports screen. A copy of the report will be emailed to you.  

Travel report

19

Generate a Travel Claim Report Generate a Trip List Report

Tap
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FULL  NAME

 

Jo Blog

EMAIL

 

joblog@gmail.co.com

EMPLOYEE  NUMBER

 

CONTACT  NUMBER

 

COMPANY  NAME

 

DEPARTMENT

 

START  DATE

 

2017/10/14,  00:00

END  DATE

 

2017/10/25,  23:59

VEHICLE

 

Golf  Polo  (GFF999WP)

COST  PER  KM

 

R 3,25

TOTAL  DISTANCE

 

330,68 km

TOTAL  CLAIM

 

R 1 074,70

Travel  Report

Details

Summary

Uncategorised  And  Business  And  Private  Trips

DATE START / END DISTANCE
TRIP
DURATION

COST
TIME
PARKED

2017/10/14,  17:00

2017/10/14,  17:22

 

Cape  Town  Airport

 

Spar  Green Point
21,79 km 00:22:06 R 70,82

 

00:18:59

2017/10/14,  17:41

2017/10/14,  17:48

 

Spar  Green Point

 

The  Water  Club
4,1 km 00:06:32 R 13,33

 

18:48:30

2017/10/15,  12:36

2017/10/15,  12:46

 

Checkers  Centre  Sea Point

 

The  Water  Club
4,27 km 00:09:20 R 13,86

 

00:00:24

2017/10/15,  20:04

2017/10/15,  20:12

 

7  Portman  Rd,  Sea  Point,  Cape
  Town,  8060,  South  Africa

 

The  Water  Club

5,45 km 00:08:34 R 17,72

 

15:56:41

2017/10/16,  12:09

2017/10/16,  12:15

The  Water  Club

Clicks  3  Anchor  Bay  Rd
2,68 km 00:06:02 R 8,69 00:19:15

2017/10/16,  12:34

2017/10/16,  12:48

Clicks  3  Anchor  Bay  Rd

Camps  Bay
7,18 km 00:13:17 R 23,33 01:18:10

2017/10/16,  14:06

2017/10/16,  14:14

Camps  Bay

Checkers  Centre  Sea Point
4,07 km 00:07:56 R 13,24 00:25:36

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 



Travel report excluding cost per kilometer sample
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FULL  NAME

 

Jo Blog

EMAIL

 

joblog@gmail.co.com

EMPLOYEE  NUMBER

 

CONTACT  NUMBER

 

COMPANY  NAME

 

DEPARTMENT

 

START  DATE

 

2017/10/14,  00:00

END  DATE

 

2017/10/25,  23:59

VEHICLE

 

Golf  Polo  (GFF999WP)

TOTAL  DISTANCE

 

330,68 km

Travel  Report

Details

Summary

Uncategorised  And  Business  And  Private  Trips

DATE START / END DISTANCE
TRIP
DURATION

TIME  PARKED

2017/10/14,  17:00

2017/10/14,  17:22

 

Cape  Town  Airport

 

Spar  Green Point
21,79 km 00:22:06

 

00:18:59

2017/10/14,  17:41

2017/10/14,  17:48

 

Spar  Green Point

 

The  Water  Club
4,1 km 00:06:32

 

18:48:30

2017/10/15,  12:36

2017/10/15 , 12:46

 

Checkers  Centre  Sea Point

 

The  Water  Club
4,27 km 00:09:20

 

00:00:24

2017/10/15,  20:04

2017/10/15,  20:12

 

7  Portman  Rd,  Sea  Point,  Cape
  Town,  8060,  South  Africa

 

The  Water  Club

5,45 km 00:08:34

 

15:56:41

2017/10/16,  12:09

2017/10/16,  12:15

 

The  Water  Club

 

Clicks  3  Anchor  Bay  Rd
2,68 km 00:06:02

 

00:19:15

2017/10/16,  12:34

2017/10/16,  12:48

Clicks  3  Anchor  Bay  Rd

Camps  Bay
7,18 km 00:13:17 01:18:10

2017/10/16,  14:06

2017/10/16,  14:14

Camps  Bay

Checkers  Centre  Sea Point
4,07 km 00:07:56 00:25:36

2017/10/16,  14:39

2017/10/16,  14:40

33  Regent  Rd,  Sea  Point,  Cape
  Town,  8005,  South  Africa

23-33  Regent  Rd,  Sea  Point,  Cape
  Town,  8060,  South  Africa

0,04 km 00:00:17 00:00:26

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.
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Geofence report

Geofence report

For those business people who bill clients by time the ‘Time at Geofence‘ reports will prove to be extremely 
beneficial. Geofences can be customized to actual names rather than street names. Filters for business, private 
and uncategorized can be Applied to the report. The report can be generated by any date range and contains 
the dates, mileage travelled and the time spent at the Geofence. Complete the form and tap ‘Done’ and the 
report will be generated and after a short while you will see it on the reports screen. A copy of the report will 
be emailed to you.  

Generate a Geofence Report

Tap

Journey Organizer

OJ
TM



Geofence report sample
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FULL NAME

 

Jo  Blog

EMAIL

 

joblog@gmail.co.com

EMPLOYEE  NUMBER

 

CONTACT  NUMBER

 

COMPANY  NAME

 

DEPARTMENT

 

START  DATE

 

2017/10/01, 00:00

END  DATE

 

2017/10/31, 23:59

VEHICLE
 

Golf  Polo  (GFF999WP)

GEOFENCE  NAME
 

Cape  Quarter  Green  Point  (28  Jarvis  St,  Green
Point,  Cape  Town,  8051,  South  Africa)

TOTAL  DISTANCE

 16,78 km

TOTAL  TRIP  DURATION

 00:42:55

TOTAL  TRIPS  TO  CAPE  QUARTER  GREEN  POINT

 
2

TOTAL  TRIPS  FROM  CAPE  QUARTER  GREEN  POINT

 
2

Geofence  Report

Details

Summary

Private Trips

DATE START / END DISTANCE
TRIP
DURATION

TIME PARKED

2017/10/18, 14:35

2017/10/18, 14:39

 

Green Point

 

Cape  Quarter  Green  Point
1,53 km 00:04:15

 

01:32:08

2017/10/18, 16:12

2017/10/18, 16:40

 

Cape  Quarter  Green  Point

 

The  Water  Club
11,39 km 00:28:27

2017/10/23, 09:41

2017/10/23, 09:49

 

The  Water  Club

 

Cape  Quarter  Green  Point
3,23 km 00:08:18

 

01:20:43

2017/10/23, 11:10

2017/10/23, 11:12

Cape  Quarter  Green  Point

3  Main Rd,  Green  Point,  Cape  Town,
8001,  South  Africa

0,63 km 00:01:55

TOTAL 16,78 km 00:42:55 02:52:51

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

Summary: Text input on the App will appear here.

 



Tax logbook report

Tax logbook report

The JO Tax logbook report complies with SARS regulations regarding tax travel claims so please make sure you 
read this user guide and fully understand all the aspects of using JO for your Tax travel claims. 

On the last day of February each year after your last trip, you should update the virtual odometer in the JO App 
under Vehicles. Note this action is not reversible so take special care when entering or updating the odometer 
settings.   

Complete the form and tap ‘create’ to generate the Tax logbook report.
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Generate a Tax Logbook Report

Tap
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Tax logbook report sample

 

only 
page1

of report
shown
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FULL NAME

 

Jo  Blog

EMAIL

 

joblog@gmail.com

TAX NUMBER

 

DESCRIPTION

 

DATE

 

2017/11/10, 23:57

OPENING DATE

 

2017/10/27

CLOSING DATE

 

2017/11/10

OPENING ODO

 

96 029 km

CLOSING ODO

 

96 986,52 km

PRIVATE DISTANCE

 

15,35 km

BUSINESS DISTANCE

 

942,17 km

VEHICLE PURCHASE PRICE

 

R 205 000,00

VEHICLE PURCHASE DATE

 

2017/09/01

Tax  Logbook  Report

Details

 

2013 BMW 320D (CM68GWGP)

   

Business Trips

DATE FROM / TO
OPENING
ODO

CLOSING ODO DISTANCE

2017/10/30, 10:47

2017/10/30, 10:55

(Office) Naivasha Rd,  
Sunninghill, Sandton, 2157, South
Africa

Rivonia Rd, Paulshof, Sandton, 2191,
South Africa

96 029,61 km 96 031,8 km 2,19 km

2017/10/30, 10:56

2017/10/30, 11:28

Rivonia Rd, Paulshof, Sandton, 2191,
South Africa

96 Vorster Ave, Glenanda,
Johannesburg South, 2091, South
Africa

96 031,8 km 96 073,32 km 41,52 km

2017/10/30, 12:18

2017/10/30, 12:32

96 Vorster Ave, Glenanda,
Johannesburg South, 2091, South
Africa

11-15 Frangipani St, Winchester Hills,
Johannesburg South, 2091, South
Africa

96 073,32 km 96 077,6 km 4,28 km

2017/10/30, 12:33

2017/10/30, 12:55

9 Frangipani St, Winchester Hills,
Johannesburg South, 2091, South
Africa

(Melrose Grant Site ) 2A Rose St,
Melrose Estate, Johannesburg, 2196,
South Africa

96 077,6 km 96 096,49 km 18,88 km

Summary: Site inspection 

Summary: Meeting with client 

Summary: Pick up materials 
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Adding a new Vehicle

You can use JO in as many vehicles as you require but you cannot use them at the same time. If you need to 
use JO in another vehicle then first make sure all trips for the current vehicle you are using are in the App 
and up to date. If not then go to your current vehicle and switch the ignition ‘on’ and let JO do a Bluetooth 
sync. 

Note: 
By design once a new vehicle has been added it can be edited but it cannot be removed from your profile.

A Unpair JO from the current vehicle

Open ‘Menu’ and Select  ‘Vehicles’

Select your current Vehicle1. 

 Select ’Remove JO’2.

1 2
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B Add new Vehicle

Follow instructions on Page 5
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Bluetooth low energy status screen

The App will automatically connect to JO when you are in the vehicle provided the vehicles ignition is 
switched ‘on’ and Bluetooth is enabled on your phone. Note the JO App must be running and if you have 
forced it closed it will not be able to connect.  
 
You can open the status screen in the Settings menu. The status screen shows current connection status 
and you will be able to see the progress of current uploads and downloads. This functionality is useful 
where trips were made and Bluetooth was not enabled on your phone, where trips that were made without 
your smart phone in the vehicle or if you had forced the App closed before a trip. When doing a bulk 
download you will be able to see when the data download has completed.
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Firmware version of JO

To improve GPS lock, data 
assist information is 
downloaded to JO every 
few days. This process is 
automatic and does not 
require any user 
interaction. Data Assist 
takes about 45 seconds to 
complete.

If JO is syncing data 
you will see the data 
packets here. This 
area will be blank 
once all the data has 
been synced. 

Serial number of the JO 

(DB39WPGP)

(DB39WPGP)

Syncing

Connected

To check the connection status of 
the JO open the Settings screen  
and under Vehicles you can check 
the status of the Bluetooth low 
energy connection.

1. Greyed out  - No connection

2. Syncing

3. Connected
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Updating the odometer

The JO system uses Doppler-based velocity from the GPS data to measure mileage travelled. This method 
is accurate and does not rely on individual plot points on the map but it will never be exactly the same as 
your vehicle’s odometer. 

1. It is crucial that you update the App odometer to the actual vehicle’s odometer readings on a quarterly 
basis. 

2. For the sake of accuracy we suggest that on the last day of the Tax Year (end Feb) after the last trip of the 
day, you do an odometer update. 

NOTE: Take care when updating the JO odometer as this process is not reversible.

To update the odometer open Settings then Vehicles and select the Vehicle you want to update. Select 
‘Last updated reading’ and you will be able to edit the value. You will be required to enter the current 
odometer and to confirm that it is correct.
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Note: 
We recommend 
that you input 
the odometer 

readings while in 
the vehicle.
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Edit account profile

You can ‘Edit’ your ‘Account Profile’ at any time as long as you are connected to the Internet.  

Edit - Name, email address, change password, Telephone number, Income tax number.

Select - Kilometers or Miles, Country of currency.

Open the Settings Menu.

1. Edit what you require.  

2. Edit your profile and once completed tap ‘Done’
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App Sign out /Sign in

1. To Sign out tap ‘Sign out’ on the Settings menu.

2. The App will show the Sign in/Create Account screen. Select ‘Sign in’

3. Fill in your Username and Password.
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1 2

3 4

Tap

Tap
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JO iOS App
User Guide

Sanji Security Systems (Pty) Ltd, 39 Kyalami Boulevard, 
Kyalami Business Park, Kyalami 1684, Gauteng, South Africa.

Tel:+27 11 875 0000
sales@journeyorganizer.co.za

www.journeyorganizer.co.za

The smart way to save money
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